Silva directs renovation of Ross' Charlotte CC

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Charlotte Country Club recently underwent renovation to upgrade for the first time in three decades. The renovation, according to architect Brian Silva, will allow the course to maintain its reputation of excellence for many years.

Built in 1910 and originally routed by Donald Ross, the course was widely redesigned by Robert Trent Jones in the early 1960s. Thirty years later, renovation was necessary to restore the integrity of the playing surface.

Most of the work was needed to bolster the structure of greens and to provide a better growing environment for turf. New grass (Tifway 419 and Crenshaw creeping bent) and a new irrigation system were major benefits to maintaining a quality surface, Silva said.

“The purpose of the renovation was to maintain the excellent quality of the course which needed a lot of general housekeeping and updating,” said Silva. “We weren’t trying to return the course to the way it was in the 1920s.”

However, some design changes reminiscent of the original course were made. Based on early aerial photos and memories of members, features were added including a bunker cluster to the left of the 5th fairway, and a two-level 5th green.

The most significant changes were the vastly redesigned tees, said Silva. Previously, most holes had one or two long, landing-strip-type tees. Now each hole has three to six tees which offer flexibility in distance and orientation. Likewise, the practice area was modified. A tee was added to one end of this area, and the range was redesigned to have nine target greens.

Construction was handled by Course Crafters Golf Construction, under the supervision of Mike McNally.

To order or inquire about the new Rustic Flagstone Tee Markers, please call Fore-Par 1-800-843-0809.

For more information on the new Rustic Elasto Signs, Sewn Checkered Flags, Registration Flags and Cupless Practice Green Marker, all built to the same demanding specifications, call Fore-Par today!